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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Des-Case provides full-service remote diagnostic monitoring solution to help
protect industrial assets from lubrication-related failures
GOODLETTSVILLE, Tenn. (August 26, 2020) — Des-Case Corporation, a global
manufacturer of specialty filtration products that improve process equipment reliability and
extend lubricant life, has announced the launch of a new remote diagnostic monitoring
subscription plan for industrial lubricated assets where customers can have peace of mind
knowing the lubricant health, cleanliness and humidity inside their critical assets have real-time
monitoring by a team of experts.
Company President and CEO, Brian Gleason, stated, “Des-Case has innovated and
manufactured solutions that keep lubricants clean and dry for more than 37 years, so adding
sensors to those solutions, tying them back to an intuitive and easy-to-use IsoLogic® software
platform and wrapping it all with a diagnostic monitoring service was a natural enhancement to
our portfolio to become a part of the rapid emergence of the digital plant.”
The company’s We Monitor™ package offers a bundling of its solutions for one low monthly
price (billed quarterly) – the remote monitoring service delivered by a team of analysts and
lubrication experts providing real-time advice, the edge gateway devices, the connected
desiccant breather plus replacement cartridges, and lubrication training and consulting all
wrapped into one plan. Additional sensors per asset can easily be added on to the package to
monitor an array of lubricant conditions.
The new IsoLogic® platform and app provide enhanced features and functionality, most notably
the ability in the platform to quickly view asset status across the plant or multiple locations,
lubricant condition status, connectivity status and dig deep with multi-layer trend analysis per
sensor per asset. Email alerts notify the customer when an alarm or warning goes off, followed
up with a call to provide diagnostic instructions and actions from a lubrication expert. Monthly,
quarterly and annual reports and presentations are provided to help show ROI, report on asset
trends and deliver lubrication best practices advice for a holistic and sustainable program.
Stephanie Schaffer, VP of Connected Solutions & Marketing, described how “the new reality of
our working environment – from home or in plant with limited resources – is a large catalyst for
the need of this remote monitoring service”. She stated, “Survey results show companies don’t
have the in-house resources, the time or knowledge necessary to analyze and interpret the data
they are receiving across multiple data points, and lubrication expertise to predict and prevent
failures and sustain best practices. That’s why we want to provide more than just the sensors
and software, but also incorporate training, consulting and our decades of in-house knowledge
in lubrication. No two reports will be the same because this service is truly tailored to the
customer and solving their unique challenges. Our objective is to be a partner with each

company year after year, working together to prevent downtime, reduce maintenance costs and
provide continuous training for employees.”
The We Monitor™ — and Enterprise packages for companies with 100 or more assets— will roll
out in North America first, with plans to bring it to other countries in the near future. Another
option is the You Monitor™ package where customers can purchase the sensors and edge
gateway device and monitor the data on their own via the IsoLogic® platform or hardwired into
their own CMMS.
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About Des-Case Corporation
Headquartered near Nashville, Tennessee, Des-Case Corporation manufactures specialty filtration products for
industrial lubricants. Founded in 1983, the company markets a broad array of products designed to help companies
make equipment investments last longer. Des-Case has worked with some of the world’s largest companies, both
directly and through partners. Its trademarked and patented solutions are marketed through an extensive distribution
network, private label distributors, and OEM partners. For more information, visit descase.com or call +1
615.672.8800

